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Abstract
Most Chinese enterprises lack a systematic and scientific planning for intelligent manufacturing
development. Therefore, this paper tries to evaluate the manufacturing capacity of smart job-shop based
on improved backpropagation neural network (BPNN). Firstly, the core production factors affecting the
manufacturing capacity improvement of smart job-shop were summarized, and a multi-level scale was
developed for the manufacturing capacity of smart job-shop. Next, the production cost of smart jobshop was modelled, and a smart job-shop manufacturing capacity evaluation framework was established
based on job-shop scheduling evaluation. After that, the sparrow search algorithm (SSA) was optimized
by firefly algorithm to improve the initial weights and thresholds of traditional BPNN, and the improved
BPNN was applied to evaluate the manufacturing capacity of domestic enterprises. The proposed model
was proved effective through experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the global financial crisis in 2008, manufacturers around the world have faced the plight
of shrinking sales market, rising material cost, and dwindling product profit [1-6]. Many
countries began to improve traditional manufacturing with information technology (IT), trying
to provide personalized services, shorten delivery period, and innovate production techniques
[7-14]. In recent years, China started to implement and develop intelligent manufacturing, but
the works are largely exploratory [15-18]. Most enterprises remain unclear about their own
development level of intelligence and automation, lack a systematic and scientific planning for
intelligent manufacturing development, and fail to fully diagnose their own manufacturing
capacity. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the manufacturing capacity of intelligent and
automated job-shops of enterprises [19-22].
To optimize the allocation of manufacturing resources, Teerasoponpong and Sopadang [23]
proposed a solution that eases the burden of SMEs in manufacturing capacity planning through
data collection and utilization. Benedito and Corominas [24] analysed the meaning of job
transfer decision in strategic capacity planning, and developed a mathematical programming
model. Fang et al. [25] depicted the stochastic aggregate production planning problem as a
mixed integer linear programming model, decomposed the model into four subproblems
through Lagrangian relaxation, developed a heuristic program for each subprogram, and tested
the programs on many instances. Peirleitner et al. [26] applied job aggregation to reduce the
complexity of the simulation model, and evaluated the influence of capacity-related decisions
on the shortening of setting time and the outsourcing of loads. Li [27] developed a composite
linear matrix evaluation system to empirically study 32 mechanical manufacturers in a Chinese
province. The results provide a realistic guide for manufacturers to improve their quality
innovation capacity (QIC).
This paper relies on big data analysis to evaluate the manufacturing capacity of smart jobshop. Specifically, the core production factors of smart job-shop manufacturing capacity
https://doi.org/10.2507/IJSIMM20-4-CO19
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improvement were summarized, a multi-level scale was developed for smart job-shop
manufacturing capacity, and smart job-shop production cost was modelled. After that, the
sparrow search algorithm (SSA) was optimized by firefly algorithm to improve the initial
weights and thresholds of backpropagation neural network (BPNN), and the improved BPNN
was applied to evaluate the level of manufacturing capacity improvement of job-shops.

2. MANUFACTURING CAPACITY GRADING
As shown in Fig. 1, this paper divides the manufacturing capacity of smart job-shop to five
levels. On the first level, the enterprise has substantialized the awareness of intelligent
manufacturing into planning, investment, and strategic development, and gradually realized the
mechanization of manufacturing, and the computerization and automation of production control.
On the second level, the job-shop has basically formed a manufacturing development
mechanism, and largely informatized, standardized, and visualized the manufacturing process.
On the third level, the job-shop has gained certain capacity of intelligent manufacturing, and
realized the digitization of manufacturing, and the integration, interaction, and sharing of
production process data. On the fourth level, the job-shop has achieved lean manufacturing of
jobs and collaborative operation between machines. On the fifth level, the job-shop has
completed intelligent transformation of smart job-shop, and acquired the functions of intelligent
analysis, prediction, and services.

Figure 1: Manufacturing capacity levels of smart job-shop.

Figure 2: Architecture of smart job-shop.
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As shown in Fig. 2, the smart job-shop consists of three subsystems: production
organization, production management, and production resources. Among them, production
resources can be divided into two categories: physical resources like manpower, machines, and
materials, and virtual resources like digital resources. In the smart job-shop, digital resources
and senior technicians are more important than traditional production factors, and thus regarded
as core production factors. To accurately evaluate the manufacturing capacity of smart jobshop, the evaluation model must cover six kinds of factors, including machines, logistics,
inventory, digital resources, human resources, and utilities.

3. PRODUCTION COST MODELLING
3.1 Production cost model
Let CJ be a cost node defined to facilitate cost management; GJ be the connection between
nodes; OV be the overall cost of the production process. In the context of intelligent
manufacturing, the production cost CO of smart job-shop can be expressed as:
CO = (CJ , GJ , OV )
(1)
Let XH be the serial number of a cost node; LX be the type of a cost node; {JSl} be a cost
item of the cost node. Then, the cost node CJ can be described as:
CJ = ( XH , LX , JS )
(2)
There are six possible types LX of a cost node: machine node DN, logistics node LN,
inventory node IN, digital resource node SN, human resource node HN, and utility node (EN).
The cost items {JSl} mainly include depreciation, material, energy consumption, maintenance,
operation, qualification, training, salary, welfare, and health.
The accounting matrix of each cost node can be established based on the attributes and
accounting factors of that node. Let L be the set of cost nodes; M be the number of node types;
Sla be the cost of factor a of node l; n be the total number of factors. Then, the cost JSl of cost
node l can be calculated by:
n

JSl =  Sla

(3)

a =1

Let CRJ be the type of node connection, such as physical connection and information
connection; QJ and HJ be forward node and backward node, respectively. Then, the connection
GJ between nodes can be characterized by the specific interface and topological direction:
GJ = (CRJ , QJ , HJ )
(4)
The production cost model (1) of smart job-shop can be expanded hierarchically as:
COb = (CJ b , GJ b , OVb )
(5)
Let COb, b∈{1, 2,..., HI} be the production cost model of smart job-shop on level b; HI be
the number of levels of the cost model, which is determined according to the levels of corporate
management; CJb be a cost node on level b; GJb be the connection between cost nodes on
level b. From top to bottom, the cost model can be divided into the level of industrial field
control XKT, the level of production execution and management PXT, and the level of
production resource management GZT.
The coupling between nodes of different layers can be constructed based on the model for
cost nodes on XKT. Further, the three cost nodes on PXT, including HN, SN, and CN can be
obtained. Referring to the correspondence between cost nodes in real production, the production
cost nodes on adjacent levels are coupled. Let COc (c = b + 1) be the cost model of the smart jobshop on level c; SU(COb , COc) be the coupled mapping from level b to level c. Then, the
mapping between different levels can be expressed as:
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COb  SU (COb , COc ) → COc

(6)

3.2 Job-shop scheduling evaluation
The evaluation framework for manufacturing capacity of smart job-shop consists of three parts:
job-shop production data sources, data processing and storage, and manufacturing capacity
evaluation of smart job-shop (Fig. 3). Taking the intelligent manufacturing-based production
cost of smart job-shop in Eq. (1) as the main evaluation index, the manufacturing capacity
improvement AI of smart job-shop can be defined as the gap between the current and theoretical
optimal manufacturing capacities of smart job-shop:
AI − AIbest
AIre = tm
100 0 0
(7)
AIbest
Let i be the set of machines; j be the set of tasks; m be the set of event points; r be the set of
processes; e∈E be the set of digital resources; Rs be the set of jobs; p = 1,..., P be the planned
production cycle; fr be the unit inventory cost of process r; KCpr be the inventory of process r
at the end of cycle p; Vpr be the unfinished production volume of job r in cycle p; vr be the unit
penalty cost for failing to complete the task in process r; sp be the human resources invested in
cycle p; wjim be the material consumed by machine i to execute task j at event point m; ωjim be
a binary variable reflecting whether machine i executes task j at event point m; FC be the fixed
cost of smart job-shop. Then, the objective of the smart job-shop scheduling model can be
defined as the minimization of production cost:
min f r KCrp +  vrVr p +  FCp s p +
p CFs

 (FC 
j

p

i

j

m

p CFs

p
ijm

)

p

p
+ VC j wijm
+  FCep

(8)

p

Without considering the effects of utilities and logistics, the cost minimization function of
smart job-shop involves inventory cost, penalty for unfinished orders in the cycle, human
resource cost, machine cost, and the digital material cost of the cycle. Let Opr be the production
goal of process r in cycle p; Epr be the task arranged for jobs in cycle p. The inventory at the
end of the current cycle depends on the inventory consumption of the current cycle, the
inventory increment of the current cycle, and the inventory of the previous cycle. Then, the
inventories of different cycles should be constrained by:
KCrp = KCrp−1 + Orp − Erp r  RS , p
(9)
p
Let PEj be the machine available for task j; PX r be the production demand for job r in cycle
p. Since the unfinished task in the previous cycle needs to be completed in the current cycle,
the cumulative unfinished task should be constrained by:
Vr p = Vr p−1 + PXrp − Erp r  RS , p
(10)
p
Let Nrm be the number of event points m in process r; CS r be the initial inventory of process
r in cycle p. During the planning for the production volume of each cycle, the actual inventory
should be constrained by:
Nrp,m=M − CSrp = Orp r  RS , p
(11)
Because the initial inventory of the current cycle is the final inventory of the previous cycle,
the job storage should be constrained by:
CSrp = KCrp−1 r  RS , p
(12)
Since a machine can only execute one task at each event point, the production process
should be constrained by:
ijmp  1 i  I , m  M , p
(13)
jJ i
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Let uminij and umaxij be the minimum and maximum capacities of machine i in executing task
j, respectively. The machine capacity should be constrained by:
min p
p
max p
uijm
ijm  wijm
 uijm
ijm j  J , i  I j , m  M , p
(14)
Let ψST-ijm and ψEN-ijm be the start time and end time of task j on machine i at event point m,
respectively; βij and αij be the fixed production time and yield-variable production time of task
j on machine i, respectively. Then, ψEN-ijm can be obtained by superposing ψST-ijm, βij and αij. The
production time should be constrained by:
p
p
p
p
 EN
(15)
-ijm =  ST -ijm + ij ijm + ij ijm j  J , i  I j , m  M , p
The end time of the current event point must precede the start time of the subsequent event
point. Let F be the scale variable of scheduling time. The time sequence of event points should
be constrained by:
p
p
 STp -ijm   EN
j  J , i  I j , m  M , p
(16)
-ijm − F 1 − ijm
For any machine, the tasks at the current event point must be finished before the start time
of the subsequent event point. The corresponding constrained can be defined as:
 STp -ij (m+1)   STp -ijm − F 1 − ijpm j, j  J , i  I j , m  M , p
(17)
The start time and end time of the current cycle must be earlier than those of the subsequent
cycle. The corresponding constrained can be defined as:
 STp -ij (m+1)   STp -ijm j  J , i  I j , m  M , p
(18)

(

)

(

)

p
p
 EN
-ij (m+1)   EN -ijm j  J , i  I j , m  M , p

(19)
For any cycle, the start time and end time must fall within the same scale of scheduling time
F. Thus, the scheduling time should be constrained by:
 STp -ijm  F j  J , i  I j , m  M , p
(20)
p
 EN
-ijm  F j  J , i  I j , m  M , p

(21)
Sufficient supply of materials is the premise of executing any task in the production process.
Let ηrjD be the proportion of material consumption D of task j in process r. Then, the production
volume should be constrained by:
N rmp = CS rp − rjD  wijp,m=1 r  RS , p
(22)
jJ
iI
r

p

Let Nrmax be the maximum material storage of process r. At even point m, the storable job
volume of the smart job-shop must surpass the total job volume generated by process r at that
time point. The corresponding constrained can be defined as:
p
Nrm
 Nrmax r  RS , m  M
(23)

Figure 3: Evaluation framework for manufacturing capacity of smart job-shop.
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4. EVALUATION BASED ON IMPROVED BPNN
4.1 Improved BPNN
The SSA contains three behavioural strategies: finders look for food (foraging), the colony
follows the finders to acquire the food (group wisdom), and the colony follows the finders to
resist predation (anti-predation). In each iteration, the position of each finder is adjusted and
updated. Let φ be the current number of iterations; Aφij be the position of sparrow i in the ith
dimension at the φth iteration (i = 1, 2,.., ξ); QSmax be the maximum number of iterations; t be a
random number in (0, 1]; AV*∈[0, 1] be the alarm value issued by a finder during anti-predation;
AH∈[0.5, 1.0] be the safety threshold; T be a number obeying normal distribution; K be an allone matrix of the size 1×ξ. Then, the position of a finder can be updated by:
−𝑗
𝜙
)
𝐴𝑗,𝑖 , 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
if 𝐴𝑉 ∗ < 𝐴𝐻
𝜙=1
𝑡
⋅
𝑄𝑆
𝑚𝑎𝑥
(24)
𝐴
={
𝑗,𝑖

𝜙

𝐴𝑗,𝑖 + 𝑇 ⋅ 𝐾
if 𝐴𝑉 ∗ ≥ 𝐴𝐻
If AV*<AH, there is no predator near the colony, and the finders will search for food in a
wider range; otherwise, a finder notices a predator, and the other sparrows will follow the finder
to quickly fly to a safe area. The hungry scroungers in the colony follow the finders to get food
in various places, ready to occupy the optimal position of the finders to grab the food. Let Ao
be the optimal position occupied by a finder; AWO be the global worst position. Then, the
position of a scrounger can be updated by:
𝜙

𝜙+1

𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝜙

𝐴𝑊𝑂 − 𝐴𝑖𝑗
𝑇, 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
)
𝑖2
=
𝜙+1
𝐴𝑖𝑗
{

+

𝜙
|𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝜙+1
− 𝐴𝑂 | ⋅ 𝛷+ 𝐾

if 𝑖 < 𝑚/2

(25)

otherwise

where, Φ is a 1×dξ matrix with elements randomly assigned as 1 or -1. The matrix satisfies
Φ+=ΦT(ΦΦT)-1. If j > m/2, the scrounger j with a poor fitness is most likely to be hungry. Here,
the proportion of finders noticing predator is set to 1/10-1/5 of the colony. The global optimal
position of finders is denoted as ABE. Two random numbers γ and δ are introduced to control
the step length. The former is the value of normal distribution, and the latter, the flying direction
of sparrows. The δ value belongs to [-1, 1]. Let gj be the fitness of the current sparrow; gh be
the best-known global fitness; gq be the worst-known global fitness; σ be the minimization
constant. Then, the position of the current sparrow can be updated by:

 Aij +   Aij − AWO
if g j  g h



 Aij − AWO

Aij +1 = 
(26)



A
+


if g j = g h
 ij
 (g j − g q ) +  




If gj > gh, the current sparrow is on the edge of the colony; if gj = gh, a finder notices a
predator, and the colony must quickly cluster to the centre position ABE. However, the SSA has
a limited global search ability, and often falls in the local optimum trap. To improve the search
efficiency, the SSA was improved by firefly algorithm. Let λ0 be the initial attraction of a firefly;
μ be the light intensity absorption coefficient; sj,i be the distance between fireflies i and j. Then,
the attraction of a firefly can be calculated by:
− s 2
(27)
 = 0  e j ,i
Let aj and ai be the positions of fireflies i and j, respectively; β∈[0, 1] be a variable step size;
QR ∈[0, 1] be a random disturbance. If firefly i is brighter than firefly j, the position of the latter
can be updated by:
a j = a j +   (ai − a j )+   (QR −1/ 2)
(28)
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The firefly algorithm-based improvement mainly uses the firefly disturbance strategy to
disturb the foraging by sparrows, aiming to optimize the position update of sparrows.
4.2 Model flow
As shown in Fig. 4, the initial weights and thresholds of the BPNN proposed for evaluating the
manufacturing capacity of smart job-shop are improved in the following 7 steps.

Figure 4: Flow of improved evaluation model.

Step 1. Set up the network structure.
Step 2. Initialize the colony of firefly algorithm and that of SSA. Let SR, SC, and YH be the
number of nodes in the input layer, output layer, and hidden layer, respectively. Then, the
dimensionality of the search space can be calculated based on network topology:
DIM = SR  YH + SC  YH + YH + SC
(29)
Step 3. Let m be the number of the evaluation samples of core production factors; bj be the
expected output based on the samples; bj* be the actual output of the model based on the
samples. The objective function of the optimized SSA can be designed as:
2
1 m 
Fit =  b j − b j
(30)
m j
Step 4. Calculate the new position of each sparrow according to the position update
formulas for each type of sparrows in the SSA, and then derive the fitness of each sparrow.
Step 5. Disturb the foraging behaviour with firefly disturbance strategy, and iteratively
search for the optimal solution with the optimized algorithm, until meeting the termination
condition.
Step 6. Determine the initial weights and thresholds between different nodes, based on the
matrix vector of the final optimal solution. The initial weight matrix from the input layer to the
hidden layer can be expressed as:
Q1 = a(1 : SR * YH )
(31)
The initial threshold matrix of the hidden layer can be expressed as:
C j = (SR *YH +1: SR *YH + YH )
(32)
The initial weight matrix from the hidden layer to the output layer can be expressed as:

(
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 SR * YH + SC * YH + 

Q2 = a
(33)
 YH + SC * SC

The threshold matrix of the output layer can be expressed as:
 SR * YH + YH * SC + 1 :


C2 = a
(34)
 SR * YH + YH + YH * SC + SC 
Step 7. Run the BPNN with the improved initial weights and thresholds, and perform error
backpropagation via gradient descent until meeting the termination condition.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
Fig. 5 compares the experimental result of the proposed optimized algorithm with that of the
conventional SSA. It can be observed that, the proposed algorithm found the optimal feasible
solution faster, and achieved better efficiency and convergence than the SSA. To obtain the
proper colony size and number of iterations, this paper compares the performance between
particle swarm optimization (PSO), the SSA, and our algorithm (Table I), and BPNN was
selected as the neural network for all the three algorithms. After parameter configuration, the
pre-processed samples of smart job-shop manufacturing were imported to our BPNN, the
BPNN improved by SSA, and the BPNN improved by PSO, respectively, for training and test.

Figure 5: Experimental results on the optimized algorithm.
Table I: Parameter setting of different algorithms.
Algorithm
Colony size
Number of iterations
Personalized parameter

PSO
50
1000
1.48752

SSA
50
1000
0.3

Our algorithm
50
1000
0.1

Table II: Mean values of error metrics for each model.
Error metric
MRE
MSE
MAE
RMSE
Traditional BPNN
0.4756 % 8.2415 %
25.41 %
0.2751
PSO-improved BPNN
0.3254 % 5.7236 %
18.87 %
0.2534
SSA-improved BPNN
0.1841 % 2.1248 %
11.54 %
0.1625
Our model
0.1422 % 1.6549 %
9.751 %
0.1367
Note: MRE, MSE, MAE, and RMSE are short for mean relative error, mean squared
error, mean absolute error, and root mean square error, respectively.
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Figure 6: Evaluation results of different models vs. actual values.

The improved BPNNs may output different results in different runs. Hence, each model was
run 50 times, and the mean values of its error metrics were solved (Table II). As shown in Fig. 6
and Table II, our model achieved a relatively high evaluation accuracy. This paper improves
the manufacturing capacity of smart job-shop based on the core production factors. Since digital
resources and senior technicians are important core production factors (Fig. 2), three simulation
scenarios were selected: (1) the current manufacturing capacity scenario of the job-shop;
(2) fully automated production scheme in place of semi-automated production scheme; (3) cost
and scheduling-optimal control scheme in place of traditional production control scheme. Based
on the simulation results (Table III), the sensitivity of each parameter was analysed under
different scenarios, revealing how much the variation of production factors like DN, LN, IN,
SN, HN, and EN influences the model output. Table IV lists the sensitivity coefficient of each
production factor, and ranks them by sensitivity.
Table III: Total costs obtained in multi-scenario simulation.
Serial number
(1)-Total cost
(2)-Total cost
(3)-Total cost
Serial number
(1)-Total cost
(2)-Total cost
(3)-Total cost

1
375.2215
336.4251
251.9547
6
365.1748
274.8424
192.0913

2
375.7542
316.4572
217.1542
7
367.5487
282.4511
199.2541

3
378.9425
316.5124
217.7546
8
368.4781
287.2563
197.2547

4
377.3452
312.5412
214.1241
9
365.7542
286.2245
187.2354

5
378.6514
309.1246
213.5462
10
367.7868
289.2514
185.2786

Table IV: Sensitivity coefficient and ranking of each production factor.
Parameter
Sensitivity under Scheme (1)
Sensitivity ranking
Sensitivity under Scheme (2)
Sensitivity ranking
Sensitivity under Scheme (3)
Sensitivity ranking

DN
123.721
1
236.587
2
335.725
1

LN
9.425
3
-11.068
5
-14.867
5

786

IN
5.684
5
9.645
4
46.564
3

SN
7.368
4
33.875
3
17.452
4

HN
115.386
2
341.004
1
223.087
2

EN
-36.059
6
-58.05
6
-62.645
6
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Table V: Costs obtained in scenario-level combination simulation.
Serial number
Scenario-level combination
Cost
Serial number
Scenario-level combination
Cost
Serial number
Scenario-level combination
Cost
Serial number
Scenario-level combination
Cost
Serial number
Scenario-level combination
Cost
Serial number
Scenario-level combination
Cost

1
5551
180.4522
6
5433
227.4526
11
4235
273.7846
16
2534
368.2569
21
2312
402.3524
26
1321
745.0085

2
4553
274.5875
7
5332
255.4587
12
4331
278.0254
17
2453
379.5483
22
2124
429.2145
27
1213
761.9152

3
3554
310.5623
8
5243
555.8874
13
4325
304.2576
18
2432
372.5624
23
2321
458.2355
28
1112
807.0841

4
5531
360.7254
9
5442
333.5487
14
3244
309.4526
19
2342
386.4571
24
2214
475.2583
29
1121
809.1451

5
5532
687.8486
10
5244
196.2658
15
3425
354.5487
20
2324
392.2541
25
1324
713.2542
30
1111
811.2144

As shown in Table IV, the sensitivity coefficient of each production factor varied
significantly with production control schemes. By sensitivity coefficient, the top-ranking
production factors were DN, HN, and SN. The rankings of the three factors changed with the
production control schemes. As the smart job-shop became more intelligent and automated, DN
and LN were less sensitive to production cost. It can also be seen that the production cost
reduction of the smart job-shop could be obviously affected by choosing production control
strategies of different manufacturing capacity levels. After all adjustable production factors had
been up-regulated, the production cost of scenario 1 would increase. Hence, a fixed control
scheme is more sensitive than the production factors. For the smart job-shop, five levels of
manufacturing capacity were defined for each of the four production control processes. The
multiple combinations between scenarios and levels were simulated. The simulation results
(Table V) reflect the manufacturing capacity improvement of each combination. The scenario,
where all processes achieve the best (level 5) manufacturing capacity, could be adopted as the
theoretically preferred scenario for production control.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper evaluates the manufacturing capacity of smart job-shop based on improved BPNN.
Specifically, the authors constructed a model for the production cost of smart job-shop, and
improved the initial weights and thresholds of BPNN with firefly algorithm-optimized SSA.
Then, the BPNN improved by the optimized SSA was introduced to evaluate the job-shop
manufacturing capacity of domestic manufacturers. Through experiments, the firefly algorithmoptimized SSA was proved feasible and effective against other algorithms. Next, the evaluated
results of models improved by different algorithms were compared with the actual values, and
their mean values of error metrics were calculated, revealing that our model can effectively
solve the manufacturing capacity evaluation for smart job-shop. Finally, the manufacturing
capacity of smart job-shop was improved based on the core production factors, and the costs
were obtained through scenario-level combination simulation. The research results provide an
important guide for field production control of smart job-shop.
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